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The Pharmaceutical Cartel’s Control of the State
and the Oklahoma Bombing Cover-Up
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We keep hearing that those who question vaccines are “anti-science”. Nothing could be
further from the truth. Listen to Robert Kennedy Jr.’s recent speech which “provides an
inspired and detailed analysis of the extent to which the powerful pharmaceutical cartel has
effectively  captured  the  nation’s  scientific,  regulatory,  and  law-making  processes.”  That
point  of  view is  rarely  if  ever  allowed in  the mainstream media,  which dismisses any
discourse critical of Big Pharma as a conspiracy theory. The same goes for independent
analysis of events such as the Oklahoma Bombing. On the twentieth anniversary next week,
several important facts will not be covered by the mainstream media.

Robert F. Kennedy Jr on Vaccines: Big Pharma has Captured the Scientific, Regulatory, Law-
making Processes, Prof. James F. Tracy, April 12, 2015

This has put big pharma in a position where it is running roughshod over informed choice
and  dictating  vaccine  policies  that  have  little-if-any  basis  in  scientific  research  yet  will
greatly  contribute  to  that  industry’s  already  gargantuan  profits.

Twenty Years Later: Facts About the Oklahoma Bombing That Go Unreported, Kevin Ryan,
April 13, 2015

Next week will mark the 20th anniversary of the terrorist bombing of the Murrah Federal
Building in Oklahoma City, which killed 168 people including 19 children. The mainstream
media will undoubtedly focus its attention on Timothy McVeigh, who was put…

Twelve Years Later: And How is Baghdad Today?, Haifa Zangana, April 12, 2015

Comment: A multicultural  city of  peace for millennia has been conquered, divided and
transformed in the 12 years since US invasion. But Baghdadis are resisting, says Haifa
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Zangana.

Two scenes from the fall of Baghdad in 2003 are burned into…

are ongoing in the settlement of Shirokino near Mariupol. One…

Greenpeace, Dissent and Freedom of Expression in India, Colin Todhunter, April 13, 2015

Before being voted out of  office last  year,  India’s Congress-led United Progressive Alliance
administration sanctioned open-field trials of GM food crops in India and Monsanto’s share
prices rocketed. This decision prompted Rajesh Krishnan of the Coalition for a GM Free…

The  Bank  of  International  Settlements:  Meet  The  Secretive  Group  That  Runs  The
World, Adam Lebor, April 13, 2015

Over the centuries there have been many stories, some based on loose facts, others based
on hearsay, conjecture, speculation and outright lies, about groups of people who “control
the world.” Some of these are partially accurate, others are wildly hyperbolic,…

Deterrence by Celluloid: Using Film Propaganda to Scare Refugees, Binoy Kampmark, April
13, 2015

“To  be  perceived,  propaganda  must  evoke  the  interest  of  an  audience  and  must  be
transmitted through an attention-getting communications medium.” – Leonard W. Doob,
based on Goebbels’ Principles of Propaganda

It is right out of the top drawer of the…

Ukraine:  Odessa Region “Breakaway Republic”  Project  Announced,  to Join Donetsk and
Luhansk Republics, Eric Zuesse, April 13, 2015

A group of residents in the region of Odessa, one of Ukraine’s largest cities, is trying to
break away from the Ukrainian government that was formed after the coup in Kiev in
February 2014.As the first anniversary approaches of the …
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Iceland Stuns Banks: Plans To Take Back The Power To Create Money, Raúl Ilargi Meijer,
April 13, 2015

Submitted by Raul Ilargi Meijer via The Automatic Earth blog, Who knew that the revolution
would  start  with  those  radical  Icelanders?  It  does,  though.  One  Frosti  Sigurjonsson,  a
lawmaker from the ruling Progress Party, issued a report today that suggests…
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